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INTRODUCTION 
Which factors of type III,, are isomorphic to their tensor square? By 
Krieger’s theorem [IS] and a result of Hamachi, Oka, and Osikawa [ 151, 
a Krieger factor (i.e., a crossed product of an abelian von Neumann 
algebra by an ergodic automorphism) whose flow of weights has pure point 
spectrum is isomorphic to its tensor square. In Section 2, we obtain a con- 
verse of this statement: if a factor M whose Sakai flip is approximately 
inner satisfies MO Mr M, then its flow of weights has pure point spectrum 
(Theorem 2.1). 
The L”-point spectrum of the flow of weights of a factor is its Connes’ 
invariant T. In the first section we prove that for every ITPFI factor (of 
type III,) there exists an ITPFI, factor (of type III,) with the same Con- 
nes’ invariant T (Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.4). 
In Section 3, we give examples of ITPFI, factors related to the hierarchy 
defined by W. Krieger in [IS]. 
Note that Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.1 are related to questions 9 
and 6 asked by E. J. Woods (see [22, Sect. 63). Also, question 5 is 
answered by Example 1.8. 
We would like to thank S. Baaj, who pointed out a gap in a previous 
form of the proof of Theorem 2.1 to us. 
Notation. (1) Let (Lk)ka i be a sequence of integers 3 1 and (A,), > i be 
a sequence of real numbers in (0, 1). Let dk be the state on M*(C) given by 
Tr(x(i ip,>> (xEM~(C)). 
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Let M(Lk, A,) denote the ITPFI, factor BkD I (M*(C), 4k)@‘Lt. Recall that 
M(L,, A,) is of type I iff Ckb i L,& < co (cf. [l, Lemma 2.141). 
(2) If M is a factor, T(M) and S(M) denote Connes’ invariants T 
and S [3, Definitions 1.3.1 and 3.1.11. 
Recall that T(M) is the point spectrum of the flow of weights of M (cf., 
for instance, [ 161). 
(3) Recall that an ergodic finite measure preserving flow is pure 
point spectrum with point spectrum T, where T is a countable subgroup of 
l@, iff it is isomorphic to the action of [w by rotation on p, given by the 
transpose of the inclusion of T in @! (cf. [9, Chap. 121). 
All the von Neumann algebras appearing here act on a separable hilbert 
space. Also the measures encountered are standard. 
I. ON CONNES' INVARIANT T FOR ITPFI, FACTORS 
Let N be an ITPFI factor of type III. In this section we prove that there 
exists an ITPFI, factor M of type III, with T(M) = T(N) (Theorem 1.4). If 
we do not impose that M be of type III,, this is done in Proposition 1.1. If 
T(N) is a dense subgroup of R, then automatically M is of type III,. Exam- 
ples of ITPFI, factors of type III, with Connes’ invariant T equal to (0) or 
f3Z are constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.4 and Examples 1.8. In par- 
ticular every countable subgroup of [w is Connes’ invariant T of an ITPFI, 
factor (Remark 1.2(a)). 
Moreover in 1.8 we give an example of an ITPFI, factor M of type III, 
such that M@ M is of type III?,, jl# 0. This gives an answer to problem 5 
(Section 6) of [22]. 
Uncountable subgroups of iw occur as invariant T for ITPFI, factors (cf. 
[21]). We give here a sufficient condition, in terms of the eigenvalue list, 
for an ITPFI, to have an uncountable invariant T (Proposition 1.3). 
We begin with 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let N be an ITPFI factor. Then there exists an 
ITPFI, factor M with T(M) = T(N). 
Proof: If T(N) = (O}, take A4 to be the Araki-Woods factor of 
type III,. 
If not, let 2lr/Log 1 E T(N), 0 < A < 1, and let N = Qk a0 (M,,(C), l//k) 
where tik has eigenvalues 
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By Corollaire 1.3.9 of [3], 
as for ZE:C, (zI < 1, 1 - (21 d 1 - lz12<2(1 - lzl). We have: 
For n 2 0, let L, be the integral part of 
where 
En = {(k j, I); j < 1 and lqk,j- qk,ll = n} (L,ENU{+m}). 
Put M = M( L,) A”). 
As above, we have by Corollaire 1.3.9 of [3], 
e 
-E T(M)0 
Log i = ( 
L, l- & / 1 + z*e’nol < cc 
n>O > 
-3 c L,i”“(l -cos&)< cc 
n>O 
- 1 Lki”( 1 - cos ne) < 03 
( 
as C 2” < a3 . 




Log A Log E” ET(M). I 
1.2. Remark. (a) In [S, Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 2.91, A. Connes 
and E. J. Woods prove that a Krieger factor whose flow of weights is pure 
point spectrum is an ITPFI. Therefore every countable subgroup of R! is 
Connes’ invariant T of an ITPFI factor. Using Proposition 1.1 we deduce 
that every countable subgroup of R is Connes’ invariant T of an ITPFI, 
factor. This fact is equivalent to the following related with simultaneous 
approximations: 
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Let T be a countable subgroup of R. Then there exists a sequence 




iff C a,(l-cosnO)<co 
n>O 
iff C a, d(nQ, 2nZ)‘< cc 
iI20 
where d(r, 2nZ) denotes the distance between r and 27rZ. 
(b) In [21], E. J. Woods constructed ITPFI, factors with uncoun- 
table invariant T. However, note that if T is Connes’ invariant T of an 
ITPFI, factor, then T is a &-group. Indeed T admits the equation 
0 
--TT~ c a,(l-cosnB)<co. 
Log A n>O 
For p, NE N, put Kp,N = (6~58; 101 +C,N_Oa,(l -cosd)<p}. Then 
Kp,N is a compact subset of R and K, = n,,, Kp,,, is compact. Moreover 
T= (l/Log WJ, KJ 
The following statement gives a sufficient condition for an ITPFI, factor 
to have an uncountable invariant T. 
Let (rk)kT, be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers and let 
CL,),, 1 be a sequence of positive integers. Let M= M(L,, exp( -rk)) be 
the ITPFI, factor corresponding to the sequence (Lk, e-rk)ka 1. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Zf Ck >, L,eCrk(r,/r,+ ,)2 < CO, then T(M) is uncoun- 
table. 
Proof Let E = {k; rk + Jrk > 3 >. We have Ck + E L,e -‘k < co. Therefore, 
replacing N by E (write E={k,;nEN} (k,<k,< ...), then 
rk,, + I 2 rk,, + r 2 3rk.), we may assume rk + Jrk B 3, for all k. 
Let Z denote the set of sequences of zeros and ones. For all EE E, we 
define inductively the sequence CI; by the formulae sk d cr; < sk + 1, c::, 
(rk c$/rj) + ui E N. For E E Z, put 8, = &), (c(i/rk). One has: 
d(rkOa, Z)< c T< 
j,k+I , 
1 ‘*(‘i+ ‘)< 1 ? 
j2k+l J J2k+l J 
rk 62- c 
rk+l,jak+l ‘j 
Tk C 3k+l-j<3 5, 
‘k+l j>k+l 
Hence, &a 1 Lkeerk d(rkoE, z)* < 00, and 2x0, E T(M). It remains only to 
check that 8, # 8,. if E # a’. If &j = E; for j < k and &k # ~6, for instance, ck = 0 
and E; = 1, we have 
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so, e,, > 8,. 
E being uncountable, T(M) is uncountable. 1 
Now we give a stronger version of Proposition 1.1 
1.4. THEOREM. Let The a countable subgroup of R. Then, there exists an 
ITPFI, factor A4 of type IHO, with T(M) = T. 
Proof. It remains only to construct examples of ITPFI, factors of type 
III, whose invariant T is (0) or BZ,8 E R. 
Let a and /I be two positive real numbers. Define the sequence (rk)k2, by 
r,=a,rk+1=2rk+ak, where 
ak=a if k is even 
=s if k is odd. 
Let tLk)k2 1 be the sequence given by Lk = [elk/k].’ 
Let hf= kf(Lk, eerk). 
We first check that A4 is of type III,. 
Let @? d = nk a l ( (0, l,..., Lk}, pLk), where & is defined by 
L,! e ~ ‘kj 
pk(j) = (Lk - j)! j! (1 + e-‘i)Lk’ 
Let A = {o E Q 1 ok = 0 or 1, for all k}. We have 
/J(A)= n 1 +Lke-” > fl (1 + LkeCrk) exp( - LkeCrk). 
k21 t1 +e-rk)Lk kal 
so 
L”gp(A)> 1 Log(l +Lkep’k)-Lke-rk> c 
LkeCrk 
kBI 1+ LkeCrk 
- Lkewrk 
k>l 
so, p(A) > 0. 
’ If x E iw, [x] denotes its integral part. 
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Therefore the flow of weights of A4 is given by the action of IR by trans- 
lation on (A x R, p 1 A x dx)/W,* where 9 is the equivalence relation of 
A x R, defined by (x, t) 9(y, s) if there exists K such that xk = y, for k > K 
and 
2 x,irj-*=jg, yjrj-s 
j= 1 
(cf. Appendix of [ 121). As rk+ , > 2r, for all k, the map 
A x [0, tl) --+ A x R/.93 is one-to-one. In particular, this flow is not periodic 
(or trivial) and M is not of type III j,, ,! # 0. As Ck a 1 L,e -Q = + co, M is of 
type III; hence III,. 
Moreover, if /3 is a real number and 8 E T(M), then CT= 1 Lkeprk 
(1 -cos(Or,))< +a~. As Ck3, ePrk< +CXJ, we get Cka 1 (l/k) 
(1 -cos(&,))< +co. We derive that ‘&al (l/k)(l -co~(tIr,~,))< +CXI. 
Using the inequalities, 
1 -cos2x=2(1-cosX)(l +cosx)<4(1 -cosx) 
and l-cos(x-y)<2((1-cosx)+(l-cosy)), weget 
~~z~(l-cos&~ -,)= C ~(l-cosO(r,-2r,p,))< +co. 
k&2 
Therefore 0 E (2x/01) Z and 9 E (2x//?) 77. 
Taking c1 and fl rationally independent, we get T(M) = (0 }. 
Taking tl = /?, we get T(M) c (27c/cr) Z. In this case rk = (2k - 1) GL, hence 
27c/c( E T(M), and thus T(M) = (27c/a) Z. 1 
The sequence (Lk, e--rk)ka 1, appearing in this proof, has the following 
“non-interacting level” property: 
Let L, be a sequence of positive integers and let rk be a sequence of 
positive real numbers. Let (Q, p) = nIk,, ({O,..., Lk}, &) where pLk is 
defined by 
L,! ~ rk, 
pk(')=(Lk-j)!j! (1 +feprk)Lk' 
1.5. DEFINITION. The sequence (Lk, eerk) is said to satisfy the (weak) 
non-interacting level condition if there exist E > 0 and sequences ak, bk of 
integers such that: 
(i) CL({W=(W~)~~,ESZI~~~W~~~~, for all kgl})>O. 
(ii) Forallk>l,r,>&+C~=~(b,-a,)r,. 
*This quotient denotes the ergodic decomposition 
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Using the flow of weights as in the proof of Theorem 1.4 (cf. also [12, 
Remark 4.21) it is very easy to get: 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Zf the sequence (L,, e ~ ‘&) satisfies the (weak) non- 
interacting level condition and if Ck b I Lkeprk = +oo, then M(L,, eprk) is of 
type ZZZO. 
1.7. Remarks. (1) Proposition 1.6 is a generalization of Lemma 10.4 of 
[ 1 ] (see also comment after Lemma 10.4). 
(2) If rk+l >2rk and Cka I (Lkeerk)’ < co, then the sequence 
tLk, e -‘k) satisfies the (weak) non-interacting level condition (see proof of 
Theorem 1.4). 
(3) Using Tchebyshev’s inequality, it is easy to see that if the 
sequence (Lk, eCrk) satisfies xk. 1 Lkeerk(rk/rk+ 1)2 < 00 (see 
Proposition 1.3), then it fulfills the (weak) non-interacting level condition. 
If A4 is the ITPFI, factor considered in Theorem 1.4, then for every 
n 2 1, M@” is of type III, (cf. Remark 1.7 (2)). This is not the case in the 
following: 
1.8. EXAMPLES. Let c(, 8, and t be three positive real numbers and j be 
equal to 2 or 3. Define the sequence (rk)k >, by rl = CI and rk + , = (pk + j) 
rk + tlk, where pk = p if p! < k < (p + 1 )! and 
ak = a if k is even 
=P if k is odd. 
Let tLk)ka I be the sequence of integers given by Lk = [te”“]. 
Put M,,, = M(L,, eprk). For the behaviour of M,,‘, we need first the 
following. 
1.9. LEMMA. (i) If c( = /?,2z/cr E T(M,,,) for all j and t. 
(ii) For allj, t,s, Mj,,@Mj,,=Mj,,+,. 
(iii) Zfj=2 and t<l orj=3 and t<l, then Mj,, is of typeZII,. 
(iv) Zf j=2 and t>l or j=3 and t>l, then e-“ES(Mj,,) and 
ecp E S(M,,,). 
Proof: (i) is obvious, as all e-‘k are of the form (e-a)Yk with qk integer. 
(ii) is obvious, as CkT I eprk < co. 
(iii) Let (G, p) = nk, 1 ((0, l,..., Lk}, pk), with & defined by 
Lk! ~ ‘ki 
“(‘) = (Lk - [)! I! (1 -fee’*,L*’ 
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As for O<xQ 1, eX(l +x/n)-” (1 - l/n)< 1, we get for cd 1 
Pk(Pk + A = 
Lk(Lk- l)... (L,-pp,-j+ 1) eCrkCpk+j) 
(Pk+.i)! (1 +e-“)4 
tm+j 
ypk+j)! (1 +e-‘k)Lr 
“gl-;) 
tPk+i 
Q (P/c +A! 
exp( - L,eCrk). 
But, as 
~k(~+l)_Lk-le~~k<L,e~rk 
I40 Z+l ‘x-i-’ 
we have 
Pk({Pk+“L LkHak(Pk+.d l+ c ( (LkeCrk)’ k>, (Pk+j+l)...(Pk+j+i) ) 
d b&k +A exp(Le-‘k) 6 
pk+i 
(pk +A!’ 
Ifj=2 and t-c 1, we get 
Ifj=3 and t< 1, we have 
Therefore in both cases, p(A) > 0, where A c Q is defined by 
A= {wk)ksl~Q~O<cok<pk+ j- 1, for all k}. Thus the non-interacting 
level condition is satisfied. Now use Proposition 1.6. 
(iv) We have 
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we get (for large k) 
3Pk + A2 tPk+i tPk+i 
L 
k (pk+j)! c32(p,+j)! e” 
Let (Kk, Qk) = (M2(c), $hk)@Lk@ (M2(C), cjk+ l)@Lk+’ where dk is a state 
on M*(C), with eigenvalues { 1 - /( 1 + e-“), ePrk/( 1 + e-‘“)}. The eigen- 
values of ak are 
exp(-/rk-I’rk+l) 
(1 +e-“k)4 (1 +e--rk+l)Lk+I = l,1’5 ;1 
with multiplicity 
L,! L k+l! 
mLr = (L, - I)! I! (Lk+ 1 - /I)! 1’! 
We have 
mO,l- kfl -L and mpk + j.0 G 
(L/y+’ 
(Pk+.iY’ 
Let KL = {A, eigenvalue of Qk ; 1, = A,, + j,o} and Pk = { 1, eigenvalue of 
@k; i = Lo,,}. Let k. be such that mpk+ j,. < m,,, for k > k,. For k Z k,, let 
yk: Kk + pk be an injection. Note that for all 1 E KL, we have 
yk(l) = eXp( -12~) ’ A. Now 
(#Cl Apk+j,o = pk(Pk + j) pk + l(o) 2 
tPk+i 
-I 
2(p,+ j)! ere ’ 
Hence 
,T ,  (#Kik)Apx+J,O~ c tP2k+J e-2’ 
k> 1 2(P2k +j ) !  
(p+1)!/2-I tp+je-2r 
gg c PP! tP+i 
p,20! 
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Ifj=2 and t> 1, we have 
If j= 3 and t > 1, this is also the case. Therefore, e-‘E S(M,,,) (by [l, 
Definition 3.21). The same computation shows that e-BES(M,,j). u 
In particular M3,i is of type III,, but M3,2~ M,,, 0 M,,, is of type III, if 
CI and B are rationally independent and of type III,-, if c( = B. 
One checks also that if t #s, t, s < 1, then M,, 2 M,,, and M,,! 2 M,.,. 
To see this assume t < s and let u = 1 - (t + s)/2. Then Mj,, 0 Mj,, is of type 
III, though M,,, @ M,,, is of type III,, Iz # 0. 
II. KRIEGER FACTORS ISOMORPHIC TO THEIR TENSOR SQUARE 
If M is a Krieger factor of type III, whose flow of weights (is finite 
measure preserving and) has pure point spectrum, then M is isomorphic to 
M@ M [ 15, Theorem 61 and the Sakai flip on MO M is approximately 
inner (using [7, Remark on p. 2301). Theorem 2.1 provides the converse of 
this assertion. The idea of the proof of 2.1 comes directly from commutative 
harmonic analysis (cf. [2, 20, 13, Theorem 6.1.81). 
Then we apply Theorem 2.1 to the case of an ITPFI, factor 
(Corollary 2.6). 
We may note that 2.1 is part of the bilingual dictionary between proper- 
ties of the factor and its flow of weights (cf. [22, Sect. 61). 
An other characterization of a Krieger factor M, whose flow of weights is 
pure point spectrum (namely, Aut(M)/Tiiii(M) is compact), was obtained 
by Hamachi [14]. 
Notation. U( 1) denotes the multiplicative group of complex numbers of 
modulus 1. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let M be a Krieger factor of type ZZZO such that 
MG M@ M and its Sakai flip IS is approximately inner. 
Then the flow of weights of M (is finite measure preserving and) has pure 
point spectrum. 
Proof We just have to prove that the flow of weights of M admits a 
finite invariant measure: indeed by Lemma 1 of [ 151 the flow of weights of 
MO M is pure point spectrum. 
If (Q, P, F,) denotes the flow of weights of M, then let (Q(, P’) be the 
ergodic decomposition of the measure space (52 x Q, P x P), under the 
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action of R, given by I;, x K,, t E R. The flow of weights of M @ A4 is 
(Q’, P’, F;) where Fi is induced by F, x id, acting on (Q x 52, P x P) [6, 
Corollary 11.6.81. 
Let p: B x Q + a’ be the projection. As M and M@ M are isomorphic, 
there exists a measure-class preserving isomorphism i: (Q’, P’) + (Q, P), 
intertwining the two R-actions F and F. Let a = io p: 52 x Q + Q. We have 
(i) a(P x P) is equivalent to P. 
(ii) a(F,x, F~-, y) = a(x, y) for almost all (x, y) E Q x Q. 
(iii) a(F,x, y) = F,u(x, y), for all t E R and almost all (x, y) E 52 x Q. 
As the Sakai flip is approximately inner, we have p(x, y) = p(y, x), for 
almost all x, y E 52 [6, Theorem IV.1.91, which gives 
(iv) u(x, y) = u(y, x), for almost all (x, y) E Q x Q. 
If p’: (Q, P)3 --t (!Y, P”) is the ergodic decomposition under the action of 
R2, given by F, x F, x F-,_,, we have p’(x, y, z) = p’( y, z, x), for almost all 
x, y, z E: Q. As (x, y, Z)HU(U(X, y), z) is F, x F,, x F-,-.-invariant, we get 
u(u(x, y), z) = u(u(y, z), x), which gives 
(v) u(u(x, y), z) = u(x, u(y, z)), for almost all x, y, 2 E Q. 
Theorem 2.1 follows from 
2.2. LEMMA. Let (Q, P, F,) be a non-transitive, ergodic jlow and let 
a: Sz x Q + 52 satisfy the conditions (i) to (v) above. Then (Q, P, F,) admits a 
finite invariant measure. 
Proof. For p, v E L’(Q, P), let p * VE L’(Q, P) be defined by 
p * v = a(~ x v). (I;‘(&?, P) is considered as a space of measures on $2.) 
Conditions (iv) and (v) show that (L’(sZ, P), *) is an abelian Banach 
algebra. 
Let A denote the (locally compact, separable) space of characters of 
(L’(Q, P), *). It is included in the dual space of L’(Q, P), namely, 
L”(Q, P). Let XE L”(Q, P). We have 
j- x(x) 4 * 0) = j-j” x(4x> Y)) 4-G) WY) 
and 
x(x) X(Y) &L(x) My). 
Therefore, 1 is a character iff 
x(4x, Y)) = x(x) X(Y) P x P-a.e. (1) 
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If x is a character, using condition (ii) we get x(F,x) x(y)=x(x) x(F,y) 
for almost all (x, y). This shows that x(F,x) x(x)) ’ is essentially constant 
so that x is also an eigenfunction for F,. Therefore the modulus of x is con- 
stant and by (1) it is equal to 1. This shows that A equipped with the mul- 
tiplication in L”(Q, P) is a (separable, locally compact) abelian subgroup 
of the unitary group of L”(s2, P) (using condition (1)). 
Moreover, the map @: A x iw -+ L”(Q, P) given by @(x, t) = ~0 F,. j is 
weakly continuous. As @ takes its values in the constant functions of 
modulus one, it determines a continuous group homomorphism 17: A + i% 
As the image of Z7 is included in the point spectrum of the flow, Il is not 
surjective [3, Thtorlme 1.3.41. If x E ker Zl, then (by ergodicity of F,) x is 
constant, and using (1 ), x = 1. Hence n is injective. By [ 17, Lemma 2.11 
we deduce that A is discrete. 
By Silov’s idempotent theorem (cf., for instance, [ 11, p. 881, there exists 
~EL’(Q, P) such that ,r~ * p=p and 
P(X) = 1 for x= 1 (EL”(Q, P)) 
=o for x~A,x#l. 
Let A =p * L’(O, P). It is a Banach subalgebra of L’(Q, P) with unit ,u 
and only character given by x = 1. 
For t E R, F,(p) = p * F,(p) E A. Therefore A is closed under the action of 
F,. Moreover F,(p) * F,(p) = F,+.(P) and IIFt(~)J( = JJnLJI. Let U,E B(A) be 
the restriction of F, to A. It coincides with the multiplication by F,(p) and 
is an isometry of A. 
As (F,(p) - J+)(x) = I - 1, for A E C, the spectrum of u, is reduced to 1 
(~~-11 is equal to the multiplication by F,(p)- n(p). By Corollaire 6.4 of 
[23], u, = 1 and Ft(p) = p. 1 
2.3. Remark. (a) The converse of Theorem 2.1 is true (cf. [ 15, 
Lemma 11). 
(b) We do not know whether the condition M@Mz.M implies the 
condition on the Sakai flip. 
(c) Using Lemma 2.2, we see that Theorem 2.1 generalizes to the 
case where M is not necessarily a Krieger factor. In this case, one should 
state it in the following form: 
If MOMEM and mod(a)=id [6, Definition IV.l.11, then the 
flow of weights of A4 has pure point spectrum. (By Theorem 5.1 of 
[S], we know that if the Sakai flip is approximately inner, then M - 
is injective. Moreover, for a Krieger factor, ker(mod) = Int(M).) 
For every countable subgroup T of R, let R, denote the Krieger factor 
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whose flow of weights has pure point spectrum, with point spectrum T (cf. 
Cl% 161). 
2.4. Remark. (a) With the notation of Definition 5 of [ 151, RT is the 
Krieger factor of type III? In particular, 
if T= - 
2rc 
-Z,AE(O, l), then R.=RA; 
Log ,J 
if T= {O}, R,= R,.3 
(b) To a subgroup T of [w and a factor P of type III,, A. Connes 
associated in [3, Corollaire 1.5.81 a factor M(T, P) = W*(P, T, a”), with 
T(M) = T. 
If T is countable and P = R,, one can show that M( T, P) = RTCMj. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let M be a Krieger factor of type III such that the 
Sakai flip on M @ M is approximately inner. Then, either MBp, p >/ 1, are 
pairwise non-isomorphic, or there exists q > 1, satisfying: MBk, 1 6 k < q, are 
pairwise non-isomorphic and MBp, p > q, is isomorphic to RTCM,. 
In particular, if T(M) is uncountable, MBp are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
Proof If N is a Krieger factor, NO RTgRRTnTCNj (cf. [15, 
Theorem 61). Therefore, there exists qM > 1, possibly infinite, such that 
MBpzR T(Mj iff p > q,+,. Hence, it is enough to show that if MQ”r MBm, 
n#m, then MQn%RRCM,, i.e., n>q,,,,. 
If M@“z MO”‘, for 16 n < m, we have Mom G’ M@” 0 MO@” ~ “. So that 
M@“zM@‘(“+~(“-“)), for k 3 1. Choose k such that p = n + k(m - n) > 2n. 
As MBp 2 MO”, we have MBp 0 Motp- *“)E MB’” Q MCp ~ *“). Therefore 
M@,(P-n)gM@,(P-n) 0 M°Cp - n). By Theorem 2.1, we get MmCp “)z R,,,: 
Therefore, p>p-nag,; so that M@“gM”OP=RTCMJ. i 
Let lLk)k a, be a sequence of positive integers and (;lk)ka, be a sequence 
of real numbers in (0, 1) such that Cka, 1, < cc and Cka, L,l, = 00. Let 
M be the corresponding ITPFI, factor. For t E Iw, t > 0, put L,,, = [ tLJ 
and let M, be the ITPFI, factor, associated with (Lk,!, I,),, ,. We have 
M,@M,rM,+,. Replacing integers by reals in the proof of Corollary 2.5, 
we get: 
2.6. COROLLARY. Exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) M,, t > 0, are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
(ii) There exists t, >O such that the M,, t < t,, are pairwise non- 
isomorphic and M,z RTCMJ, for t > t,. 
’ Here, R, denotes the Powers factor of type III,, for 1 E (0, l), and R, the Araki-Woods 
III, factor. 
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(iii) There exists t,, 20 such that the M,, t < t,, are pairwise non- 
isomorphic and M, E RTCM, for t > t,. 
In particular, tf T(M) is uncountable, the M, are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
Therefore, if T is an uncountable subgroup of K!, T # R, the cardinality qf 
isomorphism classes of ITPFI, factors M with T(M) = T is either zero or the 
continuum. 
Example 1.8 provides sequences (Lk, ik) proving that cases (ii) and (iii) 
of Corollary 2.6 are non-empty with T(M) = (0) or T(M) = tIZ, 8 # 0. The 
example of Theorem 1.4 gives the case (i). 
It is also very easy to construct a sequence (Lk, 2,) such that (iii) is true 
with t, = 0 and T(M) = (0) or -(2n/LogA)Z,O<A<l (e.g., take I,=i 
and L, = +co). 
III. EXAMPLES OF ITPFI, AND HIERARCHY OF KRIEGER 
In [18, Sect. 73, W. Krieger considers the following construction. Let M 
be a Krieger factor of type III, and let (X,, p,,,,, F”) be its flow of weights. 
Let Q(M) = W*(L”O(X,, p,,,,), R, FM) be the corresponding crossed 
product factor. 
To the factor M, Krieger associates the first number n =n(M) 
(1 <n Q co) such that Q”(M) fails to be of type III,. 
In [4], A. Connes constructed a type III, ITPFI factor M such that 
Q(M) is isomorphic to M. In this case, the number n(M) is infinite. 
We give here examples of ITPFI, factors with analogous properties: 
given an integer N, we construct an ITPFI, factor M, with @(M)g M if 
and only if k is a multiple of N. Finally, we build an ITPFI, factor M, with 
@(M) & @t(M) for all k and 1 (k # I) (Proposition 3.6). 
3.1. Remark. If (X,, ,u,,,,, FM) is the flo w constructed over a base trans- 
formation (A, v, T) under a positive ceiling function, then Q(M) is 
isomorphic to the tensor product of W*(Lm(A, v), Z, T) with the factor of 
type I, ([19, Theorem 5.11; see also [lo, Theorem 9.31). 
To construct the examples of this section, we need the two following lem- 
mas. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let N~Nu{+a3}, N>l. For k>l, O<j<N, let 
Ak,j = 2 -3’- j. 
If (ajhsj<,v is a sequence of integers 3 1, then there exist two sequences 
of positive integers (L,,j;k>l,O<j<N) and {n(k,j);k32,O<j<N} 
such that 
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(a) L,,j=ajfor O< j<N, 
(b) Lk,jAk,, = ‘n(k,j),J + I for k > 2 (if N # co, the indices j are written 
module N); 
(c) 1 + C!${‘- ’ Lp,j+ , < k < 1 + C;‘;,{’ L,,, + 1 ; 
(d) L,j> 1 and n(k, j) < kfor all k, j. 
Proof. Note that n(2, j)= 1 and L,j= ;Ir,j+l/&j> 1. Assume that L,,j 
and n(k, j) (0 <j< N) are constructed up to k = m > 2 and determine 
L m+ ,,, and nb + 1, A. 
Asm+ldl+C,“=,L,,, there exists n d m such that 1 + C; 1: Lp,j+l < 
m+l<l+C~=lL,,j+l. Put n(m + 1, j) =n. As n(m + 1, j) <m + 1, one 
has ;1 n,m+1.,),.,+l~,~1,,~~23~1~1. Hence the lemma is proved. 1 
3.3. Remark. For all j, 0 < j < N, and n > 1, we have # (k > 2; 
Lk,jAk,j= lrr,j+ 11 = Ln,j+ 13 by construction of the L,,‘s (if N# co, the 
indices j are written modulo N). 
3.4. LEMMA. Let N, &j, Lk,,, and n(k, j) be as above. Zf N= co, let 
(ai)i,o be such that &a0 aj2-j= co. Then, we have Ckal L,,iIk,i= c/3 but 
La1 (Lk,,Ak,j)* < cc for allj, Odj< N. 
Proof Let Aj = Ck al L,,jA,,I. By Remark 3.3, we get 
Aj= ajAl,j + C Lk.jAk,j 
k>2 
If N is finite, then A, = Cy& aiAl,i + Aj. Hence, Aj = CC for 0 6 j < N. 
If N= co, we have for all ja0, Aj>xi,jai2-3-i= oo. 
By 3.3, we obtain also 
,F, (Lk,jAk,,)2=ajAf,jf c Ln,j+I~b~,j+l. 
?I>1 
L .A .<l 
gk (Lk,Jik,yj4 < 00. 
for n32 and as C,,> i E,,,j < co, we get 
1 
Let N and lk,j be as in Lemma 3.2. Take, if N # co, !j= 1 for all j, 
Obj< N, and if N= co, let (aj)jao be such that cja0aj2-‘= 00. 
Let Lk,j and n(k, j) be the corresponding sequences obtained from 
Lemma 3.2 for 0 <j < N, let M, = M(L,j, &j). 
3.5. LEMMA. Let NE FV u { +a}, Nb 1, and (a,),,, be as in 
Lemma 3.4. Let p 2 0 be an integer and 0 d j < N. 
Then, 2x/(3” Log 2) E T(A4,) iff j is a multiple of jp. 
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ProoJ: We have 
2x 
3p Log 2 
E T(Mj)O ,F, r,ilk,jd(q, L)2< +a 
o C Lk,jlk,, d 6, Z = < SEC 
k2p i’ > 
ans as Ckap Lk,j;lk,j= +co, this is equivalent to d(j/3P, Z) = 0. 1 
3.6. PROPOSITION. For 0 6 j< N, the M,‘s are type ZZZO factors, which 
are pairwise non-isomorphic. Moreover, @( Mj) E kfj + , (where j E Z/NZ if N 
is finite). 
Proof: As by Lemma 3.4, Ckp, Lk,jlZk,, = +CC for 0 < j < N, the M,‘s 
are of type III. Let us compute their flow of weights. 
Let (Q,, pj) be the product measure space nk,, ((0, l,..., &I, pjLi,k iS the 
measure given by 
Lk,]! iLj 
p+(P) = (Lo,, _ p)! p! (1 + lk,j)La~J’ 
Let Aj= {wEQj;;k=O or 1 for all k> l}. We have 
so 
Lk,jlZkl 
- Lk,jAk,,j 2 - 1 
> 
(Lk,jnk,j)2 
’ + Lk,lAk,j k > I ’ + LkJ’k.j’ 
Hence by Lemma 3.4, pj(Aj) > 0. 
Therefore the flow of weights of Mj is given by the action of R! by trans- 
lation on (Aj x 08, pjl A, x dx)/%‘, where W is the equivalence relation of 
Aj x IR, defined by (x, t) W(y, S) iff there exists K such that xk = y,, for 
k>Kand 
-,f, xi Log &j + t - 2 y, Log &i + s. 
i=l 
(See Appendix of [12].) 
If vj = nk > I vj,k denotes the product measure on Aj, given by v,,~(O) = 
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l/( 1 + L,jA,j) and uj,J 1) = &i&j/( 1 + L,jA,,j) and if T is the odometer 
on (Aj, v,), note that the flow of weights of Mj can be written as the flow 
over the base transformation (Aj, vi, T) and under the ceiling function 
tj(x) = -Ck, i (( Tx)~ - xk) Log ll,,j, x E Aj. Hence by Remark 3.1, 
@(M,)g W*(L”(A,, v,), T). Therefore @(Mj) is an ITPFI, factor; more 
precisely @W,)z Ok a 1 (M2(C), dLk,,lk,,), where dLk,,lk,, is a state on 
M,(C), with eigenvalues l/( 1 + L,,jA,,j) and L,,,A,,j/( 1 + Lk,j;lk,j). But by 
construction of the L,,j and n(k, j) (Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2) we have 
@("j)gMM(Ln,j+12 An,j+l) =Mj+i and therefore A4, is of type III,. 
Finally, take 0 < i < j < N. If i = 0, then 3 ~ P2n/Log 2 belongs to T(M,) 
for all p, but does not belong to T(M,) for p large enough (Lemma 3.5). If 
N<cc and i#O, then by the above discussion @“’ - ‘(M,) r 
M, G& MN-j+i~@Npi(Mi) and consequently Mi z& M,. If N=cc, let us 
write j-i=1.3po, where (/, 3) = 1, and choose 3p > j, p> p,,. Then, 
@3P-j(A4j)ai43p and @3P~i(Mi)~M3p+i-,. Hence, 3 -P2n/Log 2 belongs 
to T(cD~~-~(M,)), but not to T(@ 3”-‘(Mi)) (Lemma 3.5). Therefore, 
Mjh%f,. 1 
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